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Group slItudies b Was case
The committee will present the cal Engineering and Computer
By Andrea Lamberti
A committee convened to inves- report to Dean of the School of Science, had no comment. "I can't
he said.
tigate the tenure process of Engineering, Gerald L. Wilson answer any questions,"
interview,
Thistle
The
In
Gretchen L. Kalonji '80, formerly '61, who will review the final
irregseveral
that
asserted
Kalonji
an associate professor in the draft. Wilson was not available for
protenure
in
her
existed
ularities
Department of Materials Science comment yesterday.
committhe
that
claimed:
She
cess.
Kalonji filed the grievance in
and Engineering, is "in the pro1989, about three months tee had considered her political
April
cess of writing a final report," she
evaluation,
said, on whether or not discrimina- after she was informed of her activities during her
tenure decision, and the committee and The Thistle article called the
tion tainted her tenure process.
"I have filed a discrimination was formed to evaluate the structure of her career development
grievance, and there is a commit- grievance in December 1989, committee, which monitored her
tee which has been holding exten- according to a June 4 article in The progress, "atypicaL."
She also told The Thistle that
sive hearings since- January," Thistle.
is sufficient evidence to
"there
The chair of the review commitKalonji said in a statement yesterher claim that she was dissupport
day. PI hope they'll agree that I tee, Paul L. Perifield Jr. '60, who is
head of the Department of Electri- criminated against, both as a
was treated unfairly."

Students 1,faculty
lobby for ChinFese

I

By Joanna Stone
hn the past you've had to travel
down the road to that "other"
school if you really wanted to take
it. But, now many of the MIT faculty and administration have
decided that it's high time that we
offer it here. The optimistic prediction is that starting next fall,
Chinese language courses may be
offered at MIT.
The recent initiative began last
year, when Peter Perdue, associate
professor of Easit -Asian history,
applied for a grant from the justformed Chiang Ching-Kuo
Foundation. The grant is given to
. schosols-.i~~~~~~r3~a.;whvds> w~ah~ strong
interest in and commitment to the
study of China and Chinese language. It is only a starter grant,
offering a certain amount of
money to support the program in
its initial years.
Based on their own assessment
of the MllT proposal, the Chiang
Ching-Kuo foundation last year
offered the Institute $30,000 a
year for three years. 'This was not
enough to start the program, so we
withdrew our application for the
grant," said Perdue. In order to
realistically initiate the proposal,
Perdue said the Institute would need
$100,000 a year for the first thee
years.
Since last year's proposal was
withdrawn, the Chinese language
program has gathered even more
support. MIT will apply for the
grant again thiis year, but this time
Perdue will not actually be wrting
it. Instead, Isabelle de Courtivron,
thle new head of the foreign language department, is in the process of writing it.The written proposal is due Nov. 1, and the
Chiang Ching-Kuo Foundation
will notify MI by April 15.
"It was not something I asked
for. I was given the proposal to
wrte," said de Courtivron, who did
not take part in last year's initiative and at the time was not even
aware that MIT was applying for
such a grant.
It is understandable that de
Courtivron was not aware of last
year's iniitiatives, explained Philip
S. Khoury, Dean of the School of
Humanities. Last year, Dean Ann
P. Friedlaender, then acting head
of the foreign language department, was the one in contact with
Perdue in connection with the proposal. When Khoury replaced

woman and a political activist."
Michael Altman, Kalonji's
lawyer, said the preliminary report
came out a few days ago, but he has
not seen it.
If the eommittee concludes there
was discrimination involved and
gave Kalonji tenure, there would
(Please turn to page 17)
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Friedlaender as acting dean, he put
the Chinese language program in
II
the hands of de Courtivron.
mB
If it goes through, the program
will be in de Courtivron's departBy Reuven M. Lerner
ment, and Khoury felt she would be
A
soon-to-be-published report
prothe
write
the best person to
Middlesex County District
the
by
other
with
posal. "In consultation
office classifies the
Attorney's
scholars in the field, of course,"
July 4 death of David G. Moore'91
added KhoWuy.
According to de Courtivron, as a suicide.
According to Tom Samaluk, a
some of the people she will be
working with include Lisa B. spokesman for the district attorRofel, assistant professor of ney's office, the findings were
anthropology, Lucian W. Pye, a based on an "autopsy and inavestipolitical science professor, and gation conducted by the State
Tunney F. Lee, head of the urban Police."
'barring any extraordinary new
studies and planning department.
De Courtivron will also work evidence," he added, "the investiclosely with Perdue. However, gation has been concluded."
This is the first time that anythere is a clear difference between
has brought up the possibility
one
protHe
how the two approach
Soona after the incident,
of
suicide.
gram. Perdue felt' the program
for Student Affairs
Dean
Associate
should be modeled after the most
recent addition to the foreign lan- Robert hM. Randolph said it was
guage program, Japanese, which is not a suicide. The county coroner
now officially embarking on its agreed with this sentiment, calling
Moore's death an accident.
sixth successful year at the
On Monday, a spokesman for
Institute.
(Please turn to page 15)
the county medical examiner's

DA

I
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Former Associate Professor Gretchen L. Kalonji '80

I

Moore death a suicide
office said that Moore, who fell
from a fifth-story balcony in
Senior House, died from "multiple
injuries." Samaluk explained that
the medical examiner only determined the cause of death, whereas
the district attorney investigated
the surrounding circumstances.
Campus Police Chief Anne P.
Glavin declined comment, saying,
"We haven't heard anything from
the medical examiner's office."
She said the medical examiner
might have come to a preliminary
conclusion, but that a full report
was still pending. 'The key thing
is the release of the medical examiner's report," she added.
The Campus Police has been
asking the medical examiner for a
report every week, she added.
"When we officially get the report,
we'll see what direction the investigation takes," Glavin said.
Both the district attorney's

office and the medical examiner are
awaiting ^a toxicology report,
which will indicate if there were
any drugs in Moore's body at the
time of his death. Samaluk
explained that such reports
"typically take many weeks."
Such a report would prove or
disprove reports that Moore died
while he was under the influence of
LSD. While officials have declined
comment on the subject, some
individuals have said that he
almost certainly took LSD before
falling from the balcony.
It is unclear just what impact the
district attorney's report will have
on the investigation. Samaluk said
that "for all intents and purposes,
it's completed," implying that
there is little left to uncover.
Glavin, however, did not see much
importance in the report, saying
that "it sounds like the DA's
opinion."

Changes in lottery
swiftly re!jected

I

By Brian Rosenberg
The housing of freshmen
through the lottery process has
never been easy. This year, however, it was particularly difficult,
due to the large size of the Class of
1994. And that is probably why
the rooming coordinators began to
deviate from the norm when they
assigned rooms on the second day
of the housing lottery this year.
"On the first day of the lottery,
we placed about 600 students,"
said Jack Keefe, staff associate in
the Residence and Campus Activities Office. According to Keefe,
these students were housed using
the same lottery system as had
been used in the past.
'"Me students' cards were sorted
according to first choice, and if a
house had enough space to
accommodate all of its first
choices, they were placed there,"
Keefe explained. The cards were
then sorted by second choice, and
so on, until no more choices were
listed.
But, according to Gerald R. Cain
'91, a Baker House room assignment chair, this was not how the
student lottery was done on the
second day.
"At the beginning of the second
day, we began placing people the
way we do transfer students picking a card out of the box and

placing that person in their highest choice with available spaces.
We were more concerned with getting people housed than with first
choices."
Once it became clear that crowding was absolutely necessary, the
lottery process was quickly
changed. According to Timothy
M. Fox '91, an East Campus room
assignment chair, "When we realized the severity of the crowding,
we redid people and began crowding them in their first-choice
dorms."
Keefe admitted that deviating
from the lottery rules was a mistake. "If people have to be
(Please turn to page 2)

MIT hackers find the Yard
Plate.
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The Harvard Bridge
re-opens.
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MTG's Evita is a sure hit.
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Hack brings Yard Plate to campus
By Joanna Stone
Harvard College freshmen gathered in Harvard Yard last night
from 10:30 pm to midnight to search for an 11x20-inch silverplated planer called the Yard Plate.
But before freshmen could be initiated into Harvard life with this
orientation event - now in its second year - students were introduced to another college's way of life ... ours, with an MWr hack.
For instead of Harvard's Dean Burriss Young hiding the plate from
the freshmen - as the "tradition" calls for - the plate was hidden
from him.
A group of hackers, calling themselves "MOLE HOLE,"' delivered the plate yesterday morning to President Paul E. Gray '54
along with a note that read, "We give you this small token in
appreciation of your years of dedication to traditional Tech values.
We hope you enjoy having this little bit of their tradition. It
might amuse you to know that the Harvard Class of '94 spends an
evening searching Harvard Yard for what is now in your hands....
Please feel free to dispose of the gift as you see fit.'
Gray was uncertain as to what exactly the plate was at first and
how to "dispose" of it. At 11 am yesterday, the president was still
considering several "clever" methods, according to Karen M.
Tenney, administrative assistant to the president.
Gray eventually decided to return the plate directly to Young,in
order to permit the search to take place last night. But he made
certain to return the plate in traditional MIT fashion. At 2:15 pm,
the president, dressed in full academic regalia, traveled to the
Harvard dean's office, accompanied by police escort.
Gray said that the temporary "loan" of the plate to MIT was i'M
the tradition of MIT hacks that have been inflicted on its neighbor
up the street over the years - including the MIT weather balloon
set off at the Harvard-Yale football game in 1982 and the brass rat
that was welded to the John Harvard statue in May 1979.

Wiliam Chune Tech

President Paul E. Gray '54 returns the Yard Plate to Harvard's associate dean of freshmen,
Buriss Young.
I
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Changes in lottery rejected
(Continuedfrom page 1)
crowded, they ought to be crowded
in a higher-choice dorm. What we
were doing in the beginning of the
second day was both inefficient
and unfair."
In the end, the second-day lottery was relatively successful.
Approximately 65 students were
placed during the second round,
according to Keefe and others
involved in the housing process.
"Between the first and second
days, the room assignment chairs
rethought their houses and essentially created quite a few spaces,
-

,,

much to their credit," Keefe said.
"Also, the second day always profits from additional pledging and
from no-shows."
Keefe did not feel the initial
deviation had any real impact on
the fairness of the eventual placement of freshmen. All freshmen
were placed somewhere in the end.
"Of course, adjustments are
still being made because of noshows and one-to-one swaps
between freshmen," Keefe concluded.
Although this year's deviation
was unsuccessful, there are those

-

_,

-I

that believe that the current lottery
process should be changed.
"I think the [current] lottery
allows freshmen to get either their
first or their eighth choice. I think
there could be a way that would
allow everyone to get either their
first or second choice," said Joan
E. Kussmaul '92, a Senior House
room assignment chair.
Kussmaul is currently circulating a letter stating her concerns to
the other room assignment chairs
for their signatures, she said. She
plans to take the letter to the
Dormitory Council, she added.
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Havavrd-Epworth
United Methodist
Church

Volunteer
Opportunities

Don't forget
to vote!

1555 Massachusetts Ave.
Opposite Cambridge Common

I

Sunday Worship: 9 and 1lam
UJndergrad Forum: 5:30 PM
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"JUST ABOUT PERFECT..,
marvelously literate,
comic and romantic:'

Primary Elections

--Peter Travers, Rolling Siole

Random Hall (Ward 5, Precinct 1):
Firehouse at Mass. Ave. and Main St.

--Rex Reed. At the Movies

'A DISARMIING AND
DELIGHTFUL COMEDY."
--DavidAnsen, Newsweek

"RIC:H AND NUTTY..
a fine new film by a fine

East Campus and Senior House
(Ward 2, Precinct 1):
Pisani Center, 131 Washington St.

new director."
--Vincent Canby, New York Times

The rest of campus:
(Ward 2, Precincts 3 and 4):
Johnson Athletic Center

Little Brothers
The Litde Brothers - Friends of the
Elderly is looking for about 250 volunteers to offer a few hours of frendship to Boston area elderly on September30between 11 am. and2p.m.
For more infonration contact Mike
DufFy at 536-2404.

.Eet~sspo
etrowo istean

Whit Stillman's
.d

|PG-13|1@3 NEW LINE CINEMA It

American Cancer Society
The American Cancer Society is sonsoring Making Strides- The Tery Fox
Run on Sunday, September 23. Volunteers walk, run, skate, ride or roll
the 5-mile trek Fround th1e Charles
River, contact Stephanie HarristonDiggs, Room 7-133 or cal 253-4051.

is)199l0u
%9rl, I fln- A1lRghl, Rcrv-d
COM(MX( NlHA LINE CINFMA CORPORATIONALL RIGHTSRESERVED

STARTS TODAY
FRIDAY, SEPTrEMBER 14th!
LOEWS
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424-1500

C
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864-4580

CHECK DIRECTORIES, OR CALL
THEATER FOR SHOWTIMES
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ESL
Learn to teach English as a Second
Language (ESL). Classes are being
taught from 6:30 - 10:00 on Septerber 25, September 27 and October 2.
Only 30 spots available. First come,
firstserved. ContactAngela Katsos,
x3-3823, or Christine Ma, xS-9648.

L

R

JRK Library Foundation
Thirty volunteers needed on September 22nd from 11-3 to help run a family-oriented all-day festival tobenefit
Ronald McDonald Children's Charities. Contact: Jennifer CiuncI at

436-9986

Habitat for Humanity
COASTSWEEP1990
Help build affordable housing. OrHelp clean up the Massachusetts ganizational meeting will be held at
shoreline. Coastsweep 90 kickoff noon on Tuesday, September 18 in
will be September 15 at Wollaston Room 1-350. For more information,
beachandcontinueuntilOctob 8. If contact Mike Toole, Room 1-050,
you would like to help, or lead a x3-9736,or Bob Sherer, Room 20Ecleanup effort, or even just for more 125,x3-2991.
information, contact Anne Smerina,
CZM COlASTSWEEP CoordinaOxfam Harvest Fair
The 4th Oxfam International Harvest
tor, 727-9530, x411.
Pair to assist and provide funds for
self-help development projects and
NAMES Project/ AIDS Quilt
The NAMES Project/Boston is seek- disasterrelief inpoorcountries around
ing volunteers to help prare for the the world will be held on September
display of a portion of the Intera- 15 & 16. Contact Oxfam Special
tional AIDS Memorial Quilt at MIT Events, 482-1211 x435, for more
from September 21-23. For more information.
information, contact Ms. Sawabini
Concillo Hispanao
or Laurie King at 451-9003.

Tuesday, 9/ 18/90, 7 am - 8 pm

"5****HILARIOUS
AND WONDERFUL...
I absolutely loved it:'
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Concilio Hispano is seeking volunteers toassistiinsever
ral areas. Contact
Josh Juillarna, 661-9406.
Freshmen only, Mini-midway for
medical and youth services on 9/18 in
the Kresge lobby from 7-9 p.m.

Compiled by the MIT Public Servic
Center, Inn 3-123, x3-0742.
e
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Iran call for holy war
Secretary of State Jamnes A. Baker II said an Iranian call
for a "holy war" against the United States is "of deep concern." Iran's spiritual leader yesterday echoed earlier calls
for holy war by Iraqi leader Saddam. Hussein. Baker is now
in Damascus for talks with Syrian leaders.

Germany, USSR sign
nonagression pact
West Germany and the Soviet Union have taken another
step toward closer relations. The two countries have initialed a friendship agreement in which the two nations
pledge not to take up arms against each other. It also calls
for Germany to help pay for the withdrawal of Soviet troops
from what is now East Germany. Bonn will loan another $2
billion to Moscow.

Gorbachev says summit
possible before end of year
Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev said another
superpower summit could be called before the year's end - if
US and Soviet ministers do not botch things up. Gorbachev
told Secretary of State James A. Baker III today that ambassadors and mninisters have a lot of work to do before such a
meeting. Baker was in, Moscow yesterday discussing arms
control.
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No free mail for troops
in Saudi Arabia yet

-

More hostages return to US
It's been a long journey home. Former, hostages spent
last night going through customs and getting their bearings.

bons.

Patricia Smith of Jacksonville, NC, was among those on
hand to greet the plane. Smith said she was happy her sister
Leona and her sister's six children are back in the United
States. But Smith said her sister is still upset because she
had to leave her husband in the Middle East.
Officials said the passengers included 147 children, a
woman who is eight and a half months pregnant, and five
cats.
Many of the former hostages took flights home last
night, while the federal government picked up the tab to put
others in Raleigh-area hotels.
Officials said more than 90Q Americans have been evacuated from Kuwait and Iraq, but 1400 more remain in Kuwait
and about 200 in Iraq.
Another flight is due to leave the Persian Gulf region today.

Energy secretary defends
rising gasoline prices
Secretary of Energy James Watkins said the sharp rise in

gasoline prices since the onset of the Persian Gulf crisis is
'not unreasonable." In testimony before a Senate panel
yesterday, Watkins said he has seen no evidence of price
gouging. Industry and govemment officials said the average
price for a gallon of unleaded gas has gone up $.22 since
Aug. 2.

tape to be sent to Iraq

Iraq's ambassador in Washington would not accept the
tape, but he is promising President George Bush's videotape message will be broadcast to the Iraqi people. Deputy
Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger tried to give the
eight-minute tape to Mohamed AI-Mashat yesterday, but he
refused it. The State Department is now sending it to
Baghdad via diplomatic courier.

Souter silent oe Roe vs Wade
Mum's the word when it comes to abortion questions.
Supreme Court nominee David Souter told the Senate
Judiciary Committee yesterday that it would be inapproprate for him to comment on the 1973 ruling that legalized
abortion. But he also said the Constitution provides an unwritten right to privacy, the basis for the Supreme Court's
abortion ruling.
That response may fall short of what some Senators
hope to get from Souter. When the hearing opened this
morning, committee chairman Joseph R. Biden Jr. (D- DE)
urged Souter to provide a "glimpse" of his views on controversial issues. Souter has remained more general, saying
he's learned two things as a judge - that rulings affect individuals and that judges must use all they have in them to
make sure those rulings are right.

The Boston Globe said yesterday in an editorial that it
will not endorse any contender for statewide office in next
Tuesday's primary election. The newspaper said that in the
past Massachusetts has found the political leadership to
take on the state's problems. But the Globe said that this
year, the resource of leadership in the state is severely depleted.
The Globe criticized Steven Pierce and his GOP opponent,
William Weld, for supporting a November ballot question
that would sharply roll back state taxes and fees. On the
Democratic side, the Globe criticized gubernatorial hopeful
John Silber for his difficulty in dealing with people. And it
said Silber's opponent, former Attorney General Francis X.

Weld endorsed by prosecutors,
Pierce by Young Republicans
Republican candidate for governor William Weld has
been endorsed by a bevy of former federal prosecutors while
rival Steven Pierce picked up the support of the college
Young Republicans.
Weld was endorsed by former Deputy Attorney General
Arnold Bums and Rudolph Giuliani, the former US Attorney
for the southern district of New York.
The endorsements came at a Boston news conference
where Bums and Giuliani praised Weld for his strengths as a
federal prosecutor and his leadership abilities.
But college Republicans said in an afternoon news conference they considered Pierce to be the strongest GOP candidate for governor.

Murphy warns DLskakis on cuts
Lt. Gov. Evelyn Murphy yesterday warned Gov. Michael
S. Dukakis to leave her budget-cutting plans alone.
Murphy's budget plans include slashing the state work force
by about 1000 jobs. Dukakis returns from a trade mission to
Europe today.

FAA chief warns of
airport chaos without
budget agreement
A word to federal budget negotiators: Failure to reach an
agreement could mean chaos at major airports. The head of
the Federal Aviation Administration said if automatic buldget cuts go into effect, it could mean a 25 percent reduction
in the FAA work force on any given day.
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Rain, rain, rain
Showers and thundershowers ahead of an
approaching cold front will arrive in the area
tonight. The front will move offshore tomorrow
morning and stall anwupper-level disturbance that will
move into the Mid-Atlantic states Sunday. Steady
rain may develop in coastal New England late Sunday
as the disturbance aids in developing a cyclone on
the front. lying offshore.

Tennessee couple granted
A Tennessee court of appeals has granted opint custody of
seven frozen embryos to a divorced couple. The rnling overt
turns ma earlier decision granting custody to the ex-wife,
Mary Sue Davis Stowe. The judge said it would not be right
to order Stowe to implant the eggs against her will. But he
said it would be equally offensive to order her ex-husband
Junior Lewis Davis to bear the consequences of paternity
against his will.

make su-e the shuttle is free of the leaks and ready to lift off
on Tuesday. Hydrogen leaks have kept the enfire shuttle
fleet on the ground for months.

Globe endorses no One
for governor

Q

Foriias Supreme Court said dying people have a right to
refuse forced feeding. And it said guardians can make the
decision for people who are not able to act on their own. In
June, the US Supreme Court said a Missouri couple could
not order removal of food and water that kept their 32-yearold comatose daughter alive.

last night flushed helium -through Columbia's system, to

1

db

joint custody of embryos

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration was
not convinced that the hydrogen leaks aboard the Space
Shuttle Columoia had been completely sea led. So workers

3

Massacre in Johannesburg

Florida court supports
right to die

NASA still fears
hydrogen leaks

ill

Silber predicts victory

The returning plane carrying more than 300 people,

including 263 American women and children, landed at
Raleigh-Durham International Airport in North Carolina
yesterday afternoon. 1hey were greeted by banners welcoming them home and red, white and blue balloons and rib-

fl

The Pentagon said no go to free mail for American miliBellotti, has offered few Specifics on how to run the state.
tary personnel in the Middle East. Postmaster General
Anthony Frank had said it would be OK for troops in the
Gulf to send mail home without stamps. But the Defense
Department said that approval must come from the presiOn the campaign trail yesterday, gubernatorial hopeful
dent and Congress. The Senate has given its approval.
John Silber predicted his next campaign "shocker" will be a
victory in the Democratic primary. Silber visited a shelter
for homeless drug addicts in Springfield and the Holyoke
Terror is not confined to the streets in Johannesburg. Soldier's Home yesterday. Silber tried to deflect comments
Witnesses said teenagers with spears and machetes hacked he made in a campaign debate Tuesday night with former
their way through a commuter train today, killing 26 peo- Attorney General Francis X. Bellotti. Asked how often he
ple and injuring about 100 others. They say passengers campaigned in a high-crime police district in greater
jumped from the speeding train or tried to hide under their Boston, Silber said he saw no point in speaking on crime
seats to avoid death. Police at the scene said the attackers control to a group of drug addicts. The comment prompted
belong to one of the black factions engaged in month-long sharp criticism from black community leaders. Silber said
yesterday he had not meant to offend anyone.
battles around Johannesburg.
Also yesterday, Silber said polls showing him running
behind Bellotti were inaccurate. And he lashed out at the
media, saying he was often misquoted.

Bush

V
I

Both sides in the Persian Gulf crisis claimed the moral
high ground yesterday. Moslem clergy meeting in Mecca,
Saudi Arabia, condemned the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. The
clerics said the invasion was "against the principles of
Islam."
In Iraq, the Baghdad government threatened retaliation for
what it called the US insult against Arabs and Islamic
shrines. The Iraqi News Agency said the government has
told the United States it reserved the right to "retaliate
firmly." The news agency said the Iraqi statement was in
response to a US claim that Iraqi-based guerrilla groups
might target American interests for attack.
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Baghdad threatens retaliation
for "desecration of shrines'

US worries over
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Study says women should get
more mammograms
More women are getting mammograms - but a new survey shows they are not having the breast examinations
done often enough. Among women 40 and older, 64 percent
have had a mammogram, but only 31 percent follow the recommended schedule for additional tests.

Friday: Mostly cloudy with areas of fog dissipating.
Winds southe ast lo mph (16 kph). High around
74°F (230C).

Friday night: Cloudy and breezy with showers
arriving from the west. Low 66IF (190C). Winds
south at 15 20 mph (24-32 kph).
Saturday: Morning rain and rain showers ending,
followed by parti al clearing. Rain and showers
may linger in southeast coastal sections until
early afternoon. High 75-79OF (24-260C).

Sunday: Partly cloudy with afternoon showers
likely to the we steady rain may develop after
sunset. High 69-74°F (20-230C). Low 60OF
(160C).
Forecast by Michael C8. Morgan
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"When you got nothin, you got nothin' to lose."
-Bob Dylan
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Nuclear vigil must be maintained
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World nations which, unlike the United States or

Soviet Union, would probably use them. Iraq is just
the first of many nations which will now try to
stretch outward and develop offensive nuclear capabilities quietly enough to avoid angering a superpower
and provoking retaliation. Such nations, once possessing nuclear weapons, would be apt to use them if
faced with certain defeat oan the battlefield with a
neighbor. Iraq, believed to lack nuclear weapons, has
vowed to use chemical and biotoxic devices if faced
with an onslaught from the United States or Israel. In
addition, some Third World nations may have noth
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Rushing living groups last week had me thinking
seriously about nuclear weapons. According to some
analysts, by the time I am a junior, Iraq may possess
an offensive nuclear capability, and may very well
flex its military muscle in an attack on another
neighbor state. While picking on the Iraqis for their
invasion of Kuwait seems to be in vogue right now,
the crisis in the Mideast raises complex, less welldefined questions on the entire structure of the world's
nuclear deterrent in a post-Cold War world.
In the good old days of mass hysteria and EastWest cryogenics, most politicians had a good idea
where any large-scale war between the United States
and the Soviet Union, the two major nuclear powers,
would end up. Massive retaliation, one of the earliest
US, nuclear strategies, and Mutual Assured Destruction, one of the most recent, both implied that an aggressive act on the part of either superpower would
provoke a massive counter response, until the original aggressor was destroyed. For 40 years this threat
was real enough to prevent the US-Soviet engagement
in Central Europe which world leaders of the 1940s
had assumed would occur in the near future. Conflicts
between smaller nations allied with the superpowers
seemed guaranteed to end in superpower war, and this
deterrent kept many smaller skirmishes from exploding into holocausts.
But just as old battle lines seem to be crumbling
with the Berlin Wall, the security of the Cold War
melted in the suieuer heat. World nuclear proliferation now centers less on nukes for superpowers, and
more on the development of crude weapons by Third

ing to loose and everything to gain by launching a
preemptive nuclear strike on a neighbor, and' the
superpowers would have few options in response to
such an act of aggression short of war. With East and
West less willing to protect their turf all over the
globe, citizens of the world have more to fear, not
less.
A multinational commitment to ending proliferation, backed by the threat of military action, is now
necessary to safeguard the planetary society and environment. Following a non-aggression pact between
the United States and the Soviet Union, these and
other nations should establish an international union
aimed at promoting peaceful international nuclear research, and discouraging through military means,
covert development of nuclear technology or the construction of weapons. Concurrently, the large nuclear
and conventional forces of the United States anid
USSR would be modernized and scaled down.
In such a deterrent scheme, the nuke union would
support, through monetary and technological aid, the
peaceful uses of nuclear energy, but respond to the development of weaponry with diplomatic warnings,
and, if all else fails, a tactical conventional or nuclear
strike aimed at eliminating the offensive nuclear capability of that nation. Such a plan would force
nuclear research out into the open.
In the future, most nations will have the ability
and materials to build nuclear weapons. Some deterrent must keep them fom exercising this option.
Nations without nukes would have two choices:
Receive aid from the union and develop a peaceful
nuclear capability faster and cheaper than they could
have alone, or secretly build weapons and face
destruction. Nations without nuclear weapons would
not need to build them, because the union could, in
effect, guarantee their protection from nuclear assault.
If a credible threat existed, few nations would gamble
with their sovereignty by building weapons.
This brings us to the most difficult part of any deterrent framework: insuring the integnity of the arrangement. Even today the Soviet military command
fears confrontation with the United States because we
used nuclear weapons to end World War HI and probably frighten the Soviets. In the world of low-intensity conflicts in the Third World, our resolve has yet
to be tested. Iraq will be the first experiment.
Mattheww
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Anti-Wiccan posters found offensive
On Monday.evening flyers were
posted along the Infinite Corridor
with three headings: 'Witchcraft isWickedness," 'Wicca is a Whlore,"
and "Jesus Can Set You Free." I
have been unable as of yet to reach
Michael W. Courtney G (who, I am
glad to say, signed the flyer) for
more discussion of whom or what
he was targeting- here at MIT.
However,- it still is important to
me to make clear in a public way
that Courtney's'attack and method
does not represent Christianity. I
-feel this is especially necessary
because of other intolerant and harassing methods used by some
groups and individuals already operating on this campus -groups
and individuals which call themselves Christian.
I, too, am a Christian and I deplore these methods of name-calling and using the Bible as a
weapon. Choosing incendiary titles (eg., "Wicca is a Whore") and
quoting biblical texts outi of context do not speak well of a Christian apologist or of the nature of

Christianity. It deliberately sets
up a battleground rather than a
place to listen together for the
Word of God that might be spoken
by the other. The Bible is filled
with instances of God choosing
unexpected spokespersons kings of enemy countries, prostitutes,children. If we are shouting
so loudly at one another, we will
hardly be able to hear if God is
speaking through the one we are
attacking.
Courtney's attack is not representative of Christianity. Namecalling is never helpful and often
hurtfl -to the name-caller even
more than to those being attacked.
I, as a Christian and we as the MIT
community, hlave muchs to fear
from the presence of such intolerant attacks than we ever have from
witches.
The Rev. Susan P. 'Momas

Infinite Corridor. As she was going to the movie, and we couldn't
talk for long, I went to find one
myself and see what it said. Signed
by a Michael W. Courtney G of
Covenant Church, these posters
(for those who may not have seen
them) stated: "Witchcraft is
Wickedness". and "Wicca is a
Whore," with verses quoted from
the Bible to support these
statements.
This is a good example of
where freedom of speech crosses
the line into harassment. Thlese
posters seem to have been placed
solely to publicize claims that put
Wiccans in a bad light, quoting
verses from a book in which
Widcans do not believe, to justify
these claims.
I call on Courtney and his
Covenant Church, or whoever is
responsible for the placement of
these posters, to remove any remaining posters and to desist from
fulrther harassment of this or mny
other kind.
Michael J. Bauer '91

Lutheran Chaplainat MIT

I was quite sourised onl Monday
to see a friend of mine completely
flake out over some posters in the

DPi letter contained misleading statements
nized AEPi chapter.
Following the reorganization,
the former members were not imLast week a letter was published mediately evicted from the house
that made several statements that as stated in the letter. They were,in
were false and/or misleading fact, permitted to, reside in the
["Frosh must learn about AEPi, house through the end of spring
DPi,"Sept. 7].
term and those that requested were
Last spring, Alpha Epsilon Pi allowed to stay on through the
national did reorganize its Mu Tau simmer.
chapter after several blatant viola'The former members organized
tions of its risk management poli- a new fraternity, Delta Pi, and were
cies. This outcome was objected to given probationary membership
by the Institute and it resulted in in the Interfraternity Council.
AEPi's loss of recognition as an Soon after that, several MIT stuMIT fraternity and its status as dents.weere pledged and initiated
MIT-apiproved' housing" for fresh- into the. Mui Tau chapter of AEPi.
men. Accusations by fonner mem- This group is not beirqg recognized
bers of discrimination by AEPi as a member of the Independent
national were never substantiated Living -Group community nor IPC
nor were they considered by the at this time, but is an officially
MIT administration in the decision recognized member of the Associanot to recognize a newly reorga- tion of Student Activities.
(Editor's note: The Tech received this as an open letter
addressed to the Mff community.)
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Students and student organizations certainly have aright to express their opinions freely. However, student organization also
have the right to exist and recruit
members within the MIT comnmunity free from intimidation and
harassment by other MIT students
and student organizations.
We hope that the members of
DPi and AEPi will see that their
groups are more similar to one another than they are different and
that future efforts, will be directed
to developing each fraternity into
a first class organization in its
own right.
Jim Tewhey
* Associate Deanfor Residence
and Camnls Activities
.Neal Dorow
Advisor to Fraternities
andILms
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It's easier to keep up with your
classwork when you use GlobeWeis filing supplies. Get organized with Globe-Weis filing
jackets. For larger projects,
depend on Accordions Expanding Files to help you separate
projects into manageable tasks.
Choose alphabetical, numerical
or monthly index tabs to make
filing and retrieval quick and
easy. The Coop has an extensive selection of Globe-Weis
filing systems to help you get

the job done right. Shown:
A. Style #3033 letter size manila
jacket, 1 1/2 inch expansion.

500 ea.
B. Style #C1524E letter size file
pocket, 31/2 inch expansion.
$2.09 ea.
C. Style #1 7A, 12X1 0 inch letter
size alphabetical file, expands to
21 inches. $11.25 ea.
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classified
advertising
Classified
Advertising in
The Tech: $5.00 per insertion for
each 35 words or less. Must be
prepaid, with complete name,
address, and phone number. The
Tech, W20-483; or PO Box 29,
MIT Branch, Cambridge MA
02139.
ScIence
Fiction -Weissenbaum's Eye, novel written
by MIT Visiting Scholar George
Stetten. Nominated for a 1990
Readercon Small Press Award.
Rebels escape a Runaway Virtual
Reality through a Loophole in the
Laws of Science "...reminiscent of
Kurt

Vonnegut's

sirens

of

Titan,...plenty of unexpected
twists...Stetten's characters are
very real and fully developed."
(Syracuse Herald American.) $4.95
at Quantum and MIT Coop
bookstores.
'74 Datsun 260Z. Silver FL car.
4-spd/Blaupunkt/alum wheels/Michelins. $1800/BO 861-6479
to 10 pm.
Part-Time
Software
Documentation
Testers
Wanted.
Here at Course
Technology we're creating new
ways for students to learn about
software. Help us to refine our
materials. Become a tester for our
textbooks and software manuals.
Part-time positions (10 to 20
hours per week) are available
immediately. Experience with PC
and Macintosh computers and
software would be helpful. This
work does not involve
programming or debugging. Send
a resume and list of references to:
Course Technology, One Main
Street, Cambridge MA 02142.
Zenith
SuperSport 286
portable computer, 20Mb HD,
LCD display, Nicad battery,
Diconix printer, DOS, 123,
WordPerfect. Excellent condition,
$1650. 495-6029 days.
Fast fundralsing progr am:
$1000 in just one week. Earn up to
$1000 for your campus
organization. Plus a chance' at
$5000 more! This program works!
No investment needed. Call 1-800932-0528, extension 50.
Students.-.need more cash?
Earn $10 - $50 per hour (and
more). Work your own hours on
campus selling revolutionary, hitech products to other students.
Incredible opportunity for the
right motivated people. Call for
appointment. (617_ 483-3803.
Male subjects sought for NASAsponsored research on sleep.
Subjects will live in our lab for 10 I
days beginning October 6,
October 20, or November 10, and
can earn up to $700. Call Beth at
732-4311 for more information.
Part time -- earn easy extra
money. Positive feelings for
lesbians/gays
and
their
friends/families
is a must. Write
Reebekka, P.O. Box 76087
Atlanta, GA 30358.
Campus Rep wanted to run ski &
Spring Break trips for free travel
or commission. Call SNOSEARCH (413) 533-1600.
$84 Nissan Sentra, 5-sp, 75k,
FWIAM/cass., exc. cond., new
battery, new tires, new muffler.
$2100 or best offer. Call Kurt,
868-2514.

Open a BayBank checking or savings account, and get the one Card
chosen by more Massachusetts students than any other. Because only
the BayBank Card lets you* Bank 24 hours a day at over 1,000 X-Press 24"banking achines
on campus and around the state.
* Access up-to-the-minute account information with unique Card
features like Account Update and Check Update.
* Get cash where you shop, with over 200 BayBankX-Press 24 CASHO maachinaes at conveniernce st~ores
i
2;:···::.·ri::::
and supermarkets in Massachusetts.

|Xt-w
mL:
t

Get cash when you travel~at over 30 000 NYCE"l

and CIRRUS'"automated teller machines nlationwide.

So look forus oncam us-or stop by the
nearest BayBank office to open your checkingw m
or savings account, Ask about hb-charge check-

e

Somerville

-- MIT prof

will

rent sunny room in large flat, with
back entrance, and close to
Broadway bus. Student only, &
refs. $275 per mo., or child-care
for rent. Call 776-7673 or x35101.
The Tech subscription rates: $17
one year 3rd class mail ($32 two
years); $44 one year 1st class mail
($86 two years); $49 one year
foreign; $8 one year MIT Mail (2
years $15). The Tech, W20-483;
or PO Box 29, MIT Branch,
Cambridge,
MA
02139.
Reouired.
I.
IPrepayment
1 .31
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Arabs wrongly portrayed
in Tech editorial cartoon
I take issue with the cartoon
shown at the bottom of page four
of your Tuesday issue, by Beattie,
showing two Arab men arguing
over why Arabs should support
Saddam Hussein.
The cartoon falsifies the facts
about the different points of view
held by Arabs with respect to the
current crisis in the Persian Gulf,
by implying that Arabs are all
supporters of Saddam Hussein, and
that the only difference among
them is in their reasons for supporting him.
Any objective observer of the

in

-PP"rS

---

I

events of the last month would
know better than this. What is
worse, the cartoon implies that
Arabs are willing to kill one another over this difference of opinion (notice the raised swords), an
implication which can only stem
from ignorance and from the
widely accepted image, in this
country, of the "violent Arab."
Certainly, such stereotypical
depictions of most other nationalities or ethnic groups would not be
so easily accepted; why is it that
Arabs are treated differently?
Samer Madanat G
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Lobdell, dessert, and ARA: the perfect crime
ARA seems to be taking its
reusable dinnerware program a step
too far. The food service is now
reusing even food in an attempt to
make up for dwindling revenues.
The script reads like a bad rip-off

Sept. 9.
The weapon: An array of tempting cookies and pastries.
The plot: On Saturday, ARA
serves freshmen and parents a
fancy, elaborate display of descam:
signer finger foods. As the event
The dates: Saturday, Sept..8 tiru draws to a close, waiters hurriedly
Sunday, Sept. 9.
gather the leftovers into baskets
The scene: La Sala de Puerto with their bare hands.
Rico on the fiast floor of the stu- The plot thickens: Sunday
dent center, where a wonderful re- morning, the exact same dainty
ception for freshman parents was leaf-shaped. cookies, brownies
held.
topped with powdered sugar, and
The suspect: ARA, MIT's food poppy-seed cake were put up for
service.
sale in Lobdell.
The victims: MIT students buy- The crime: MIT was billed for
ing dessert at Lobdell on Sunday, the reception catered by ARA. MIT

students were charged $.22 per
ounce for the same items.
Therefore, ARA made a double
profit on this reused food. Surely
there's a health or bill-of-sale law
which prevents this?
The outcome: ARA's response
was that they would "look into it."
My opinion: Perhaps MIT
should "look into" another food
service option during its evaluation process this year. (This opinion does not necessarily represent
the views of the Undergraduate
Association.)
Colleen Schwingel '92
UndergraduateAssociation
Vice President
I

It's never too late
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+ 7/000-plus Map Titles
+ Wall Maps, Ranging in Size from a Few Inches
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+ Political, Physical, Topographical, Relief, Outline,
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+ World and Specialty Atlases
+ America's Most Comprehensive Selection of
International & Domestic Guidebooks,-Travel Writing and
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Listings
HOW

Student activities, administrative offices,
academic departments and other groups both on and off the MIT campus - can
list meetings, activities, and other announcements in The Tech's "Notes" section. Send items of interest (typed and
double spaced) via Institute mail to "News
Notes, The Tech, room W20-483," or via
US mail to '"News Notes, The Tech, PO
Box 29, MIT Branch, Cambridge, MA
02139." Notes run on a space-available basis only; priority is given to official Institute announcements and MIT student activities. The Tech reserves the right to edit
all listings, and makes no endorsement of
groups or activities listed.
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Even ifyou booked the Concorde, you still don't stand nologies like digital cellular telephones, digital switching,
I

The sports medicine division of the MIT
Athletic Department sponsors a fitness
training program for all interested students
and employees of the Institute who hold
valid athletic cards. Individuals over the
age of 35 must obtain medical clearance
from a personal physician before being allowed to participate in the program. The
tests consist of a submaximal aerobic ergometer test, flexibility exercises, body fat
percentage, and muscular strength and endurance measurements, and takes about 40
minutes to complete. For further information call x3-4908, 2:30-6:00 pm, MWondayThursday. The tests are free of charge.

Imuch chance of' getting across the
I

country in less than an hour.
But with the innovations being
developed at BNR you won't
Digitalcellular
technology
will enable peo.
ple to excharnge voice, data, and video have to.
communications, completewith tax capabil.
ities, no matterwhere they are
The fiber optic technology
we're developing will enable students to attend classes

The Boston University Astronomy
Department sponsors Open Observratory
Night every Wednesday from 8:309:30 pm. For more information call 3532360.
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PBX's, network development and software systems.

And yrou can play an integral part inbringing
these ideas to reality.,
Ifyour degree isinEngineering, Computer
Science, Computer Engineering, Marketing,
Asingletelecommnunications
io
c
o
uie
Amnsrtn
network so powerful thor itFiacoBuiesAmntrinadyuae
will allow halt the world's
population to tak to one
another-tseall
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looking for the type of opportunity where the
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BNR 40

being held across the country, or across the ocean.

challenges areaos unlimited

We're also at work on a range of other new tech-

as your potential, talk to us.

r
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WE WILL BE ON (AAPUS OCTOBER 12$h

Harvard University Graduate School of
Design is sponsoring lectures. For more information call 495-9340.
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BNR,
the research nd development subsidiary
of Northern
Telecom,
has R&D
lobs InRichardson,
TX;Research
Tringle Pork,NC, Atlanta, GA;Conodo ond the U.K.Anequl opportunity employer.
_

All first-time student loan borrowers
(Perkins, Technology, or Stafford Student
Loans) are required to attend a loan counseling session. Please contact the Bursar's
Office for a schedule of the sessions.
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Surplus equipment is available for departments and members of the MIT community in the Equipment Exchange, build-ing NW30, every Tuesday and Thursday
from 11-3 pm. Thirty days after being advertised in Tech Talk the equipment is sold.

a
I

Theengaineerlnna calcltrdsge
toan
tostehnc eoles

The Science and Humanities Libraries
(Hayden Building Libraries) are now open
from noon Sunday to 8 pm Friday - 24
hours a day - and from 8 am to 8 prn on
Saturday. From midnight to 8 am access to
the libraries is limited to members of the
MIT community. Circulation and reference
services are not available during restricted
hours.

The further you go in
engineerirng, math or
other technical courses,
the more you need a
scientific calculator thatspeeds you through
complex problems.
With 254 powerful
advanced scientific
fulnctions, the TI-68
from Texas Instruments

The "Statement of Registration Status"
is still required of all male students who
are expected to register for the draft, if
they want to receive federal financial aid.
Women, underage students and those who
have completed the statement in previous
years do not have to file statements.
MIT requires male students who have
completed the statement by indicating they
are "underage" to submit the statement
annually until they have registered.
Los Nihios, a non-profit community development organization with projects along
the Mexico/U.S. border, seeks applicants
for its summer internship program. Interns
teach surnmer-school classes in low-income
M8exican communities, and take part in
educational experiences concerning Mexico
and the bor~der region. For more informa-

Fellowships, Scholarships,
Granpts, and Awards
Juvenile Diabetes Foundation Undergraduate Research Fellowships at the University of Massachusetts for Summer 1990.
For more information write to the Graduate School of Biomedical Sciences, UMass
Medical Center, 55 Lake Avenue North,
Worcester, MA 01655.
The K~athlyn Langford Wolfe Awards are
now accepting proposals. Contact Heather
Lechtmnan 3-2172 for more infolrmation.
Preliminary proposal deadline is February
5, 1990.
NDSEG; Fellowships are available and
the deadline for 1990 grants is Jan. 17,
1990. For more information, contact Dr.
Outterson at (919) 549-8505.
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is both-a smart choice

You can perform
and ana exceptional
operations in four numvalue.
ber bases, one and twoThe TI-68 easily solves variable statistics, and
up to five simultaneous Boolean logic operaequations with real or
tions. And, the polycomplex coefficients. It nomial root finder
evaluates 40 complex
calculates real and comnumber fFunctions. It
allows polar and rectan- plex roots of quadratic,
cubic, and~quartic
gular forms for
entrries and results. equations.
-Onlythe TI-68
-A convenient
delivers so much funcla~t equation replay feature lets
tionality, value and ease
you check your
in one compact, adanswers without vanced scientific tool.
re-entering your For more information
equations.
on what the TI-68 can
Formula prodo, pick up a free copy
gramming pro- of the TI-68
vides up to 4r40
programn steps technical
brochure
at your
as 12 userbook-generated

Io

The Massachusetts Risk and Insurance
Management Society is making an educational scholarship available to business administration majors with a strong interest
in risk management. For more information
and an application, please contact Laureen
Feinman at (617) 890-6352.
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Entries being accepted for the DuPont
'Antron" Student Design Award Competition. For more information, contact Holly
Chung at (212) 614-4305.
In1 ViewY,a magazine for college women,
is offering $2500 awards to college women
for outstanding accomplishments beyond
the classroom. For more information, contact David Jarrard at 254-0575.
A free financial aid handsbookk
is available for prospective and present college
students. The Handbook for College Admission and Financial Aid is available by
writing or calling the Association of Indlependent Colleges and Universities, Suite
1224, 11 Beacon Street, Boston, 021083093; (617) 742-5147.
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MTG's fine
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EVITA

,
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the culmination

of much hard work by a talented
east and crew
is a hit. The
Lloyd Webber/Rice musical
gets a fine performance: and
that goes for the singing, acting, and
dancing too.
The plot revolves around the life of Eva
Duarte Peron, the wife of one of Argentina's
most notorious dictators.
Evaes initial claim to fame was her career
in drama and song, but she rose to the
height of political power through many
love affairs and her eventual marriage to
Juan Peron. Through her exceptional qualities as an organizer and leader, Eva
effectively rallied the support of the
Argentinian descamisados - or shirtless
ones - behind Peron and their position
within the government.
One of the most interesting twists and
probably most confusing part of the musical
is the presence of the Cuban communist
leader Che Guevaraas the narrator of Evita's
biography and one of her major sources of
opposition. The comparison of the two

I
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Peron's mistress played by Janet Ann Licini
The orchestra, led by director Louis Toth
'92. The chorus does very well in the dance
'89, handles the difficult score very well; it
numbers under the choreography of Debbie
was one of the best musical orchestral perKulik '90. I especially enjoyed the '3uenos
formances I have heard. The music, howAires" number in which the dancing takes
ever, sometimes tended to drown out some
On a Latin taste.
of the soloists so that it was impossible to
One of my favorites was 'The Art of the hear the lyrics understandably (many of the
Possible" in which the generals - includinstruments were electric and loud).
ing Juan Peron, played by Bob Amini '92 Under the direction of Nelson Sharfman
vie for the dictatorship by knocking each
'91, MTG does a fine rendition of Evita. The
other out. Amini succeeds in outlasting the entire cast and staff have obviously conother generals and is consistently good
tributed to the success of this fampbus
throughout the play.
Broadway show.
- -r
I
,, I
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Interested
in the Arts?
The Tech Arts department is looking
for writers interested in reviewing
classical and jazz performances,
movies, books, dance, theatre, and art.
If you'd like to write arts, call Peter
Dunn at The Tech at x3-1541.
%-
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The Grants Programh of the Council for the Arts at MIT
is now accepting applications for arts projects for the
first of four deadlines during the 1990-91 academic
year, on Wednesday, September 26.
The Grants Program has been established to promote
cultural activity at MIT by providing financial and
administrative support to arts projects in all
disciplines. Regular projects Include the design and
production of new work, performances, exhibitions,
film/video screenings, literary readings, and lecture
programs. Proposals must offer opportunities to the
MIT community to create, participate in, and learn
about the arts.

bladder habits.

2o A sore that does not

The Justitute of Contvmporary Art, Boston

heal.

Sepfember 21 at 4Am

or

S~epob
~27 at 3pm
Odo~br 3 at 4pm,

discharge.

4*ThMckening or lump
in breast or elsewhere.

the

for

Council

the

I
eonjunctionw

Arts at MIT, in

All members of the MIT community are encouraged to
submit applications for review by the Grants
Committee of the Council for the Arts. Student
applications receive primary consideration in the
review process. Grant awards range from several
hundred to several thousand dollars. Remaining
deadline dates for 1990-91 are: November 14,
February 13, and April 17.

wthy the MIT Offsie Of the ALts, is sonsX
thre excursPons, fir up to So studep beD,

So Indigestion or difficuty in swallowing.

to vwiw the eXhibifion.-

Round-tip fabnspoution will be provided.

6orbvious change in
wart or mole.

IResrvatiorns

may be made in Derson oniv
at the MIT Offivi of tho Arts, E15205
'tiosnor Building).
One sircke only per student 10.

7o Nagging cough or

_ I_

hoarseness.
8. A fear of cancer that
can prevent you from
detecting cancer at an
early stage. A stage
when it is hiey curable. Everyone's afraid
of cancer. but don't let
It scare you to death.

The Council for the Arts at MIT is a volunteer
advocacy group established in 1972, whose
members are alumni and friends of the Institute
distinguished by their commitment and service to the
arts. The Council is now affiliated with the MIT Office
of the Arts.

Requirements:
$S deposit (to b returned ater visit)
and a vald MIT or Wellesley Suedeent ID.
oru MUsT I8 years of age or older to
attend this exhibidion.

IBox Offic hours:
lend~e- throg lFriday 1am 3pm
Infmatofn:
-W3-4002

American Cancer Society

For application forms and Grants Program guidelines,
please visit the MIT Office of the-~Arts (El 5-205,
Wiesner Building), or call Mark Palmgren, Council for
the Arts Director, for more information (x3-4003).
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Robert Mapplethorpe:
THE PERFECT MOMENT
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Latin American leaders is subtle, but the
difference is clear.
Eva's platform for the people is glamour,
money, and beauty. Guevara's world
consists of violence, war, and struggle.
Eva's utopian world begins to fade with
her failing health. When she "passes into
immortality" at the end of the play, her
people continue to regard her as a saint and
beloved leader, despite the fact that
Argentina had been bankrupt for years and
had begun to radon food.
Karen Maureen Wagner plays Evita
almost perfectly. She has a wonderful,
strong voice and she is one of the few
singers whose voice can rise above full
orchestra. Her performance of "Don't Cery for
Me Argentina," one of the more famous
songs, was particularly touching.Wagner is
a charismatic actress and essential to the
play's appeal.
As Che, Michael Friedhoff G is also
superb. His rendition of "O7h What a Circus"
is extremely good. His voice, almost rocklike and very strong, provides the essential
contrast to Wagner's glamour, thereby
extending the Chel Eva conflict. His acting
skills are excellent as he portrays the
disillusioned and sarcastic Guevara.
Daniel G. Trippett as Magaldi is hunorous as the stereotypically slimy tango
singer in his solo number "On This Night of
a Thousand Stars." Trippett joins other
members of the cast in the excellent chorus.
Those in the chorus to take particular
note of are the "Competing Generals," and

-H SHANNONIMOHR II

MTG~~TGs Evita

IL1 I,-I----

; -- A - T
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Evita

By Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice.
MIT MusicalTheatre Gold.
Directed by Nelson Shayfia '91.
Mustic Director,Louis Toth '89.
Kresge Little Theatre.
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Toscanini's
Ice Cream
shall be available
Dat the refreshment stall!
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PEOPLE WHO ARE FRUSTRATED
*BY THEIR PERSONALITY

The Massachusetts Mental Health Center, a Harvard Medical
School Teaching Affiliate, is conducting research with people who
suffer from personality problems. Eligible volunteers will be treated for 13 weeks, free of charge, with a placebo or with a medication we think is beneficial. If-you are interested in participating,
please circle the following statements that apply to you:
I often have ups and
3) 1often get so angry that 6) Iam confused about my
J

dawns in my mood.

I often do things that
could get me into trouble such as: buying
things I can't afford;
having sex with someone I hardly know;
shoplifting; drinking too
much; driving recklessly; or going on eating
binges.

values and long-term
goals.

I lose control and may
hit people.

4)

My feelings about other
people change from admiration to hate or disappointment within a

7)

In the past I have

5t

planned or threatened
to hurt or kill myself.

oIrk

short time.

8)
5

I often feel bored or

empty inside.

I get out of control if I
fear someone important
is going to leave me.

If 3 or more apply to you and you are 19 years of age or older, call
the Department of Psychopharmacology at

~tlmefi

(617) 232-1113 and ask for Abbie.

50°/ OFF THE NEWSSTAND PRICES
Discount rates for campus and off-campus
delivery of THE NEW YORK TIMES will
be available at MIT at 50% OFF the newsstand price. This discount rate of 25iis per
copy is good only for weekday papers.
Papers will be delivered by .7 a.m. to
dorms, faculty offices, or lockboxese
PRINTS, T-SIURTS, DECAS, ART BOOKS
SIGNED AND NUMBERED LIMITED EDITION PRINTS
Send $5.00 for 16 page full color catalog of 133 prints.

THE GALLERY LTD.
89 Charles Street, Boston, MA 02114
(617) 227-8800
Authorized Frazetta Distributors
_

__

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
(617) 254-2260
_I~~~~~~~~~-.J
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SERVWCES & Aff.US

Every 90 minutes, the Coast Guard saves alife.
An impressive statistic from asmall group of people
who also stop drug smugglers, protect the
environment and more. As a member of the
Coast Guard, these opportunities become your
opportunities-right away. The day you join,
practice isover and you're on!
So if you want action and you're looking for a
chance to do something important, take a look at
America's smallest armed force.
The U.S. Coast Guard.
Be Part of the Action!

REFORM 04.I.T. Chapel)
Wednesday, Sept. 19,~ 8:00 Pam.
Thursday, Sept. 20, 10:00 a.m.
CONSERVATIVE (Kresge Little Theatre)
Wednesday, Sept. 19, 6:30 pJm.
Thursday, Sept. 20, 830 a~m. t 7:15 pnm.
Friday, Sept. 21, &30 anm.
- ---

_ _____ -.

____ -_

_ ____ -. __ ------------------

_ ___.

-_

Hdiday meals will be seaved in the Kosher Kitchen, located in Walker Hall Roam 50OW.
Dinners will be served on Wednesday, Thursday (5-7 pm, and FPiday (6:45 pm). Lunches
will be served on Thursday and Friday (1:30 pm). M.EIT.Food Servibe requires prepaid
reservations for holiday meals. Reservations can be made at the Kosher Kitchen, #253
2987.
Yom Kippur Reform &5Conservative Services will be held on Friday, Sept. 28 and
Saturday, Sept. 29. Tickets will be required for all September 28 Kol Nidre services.
Tickets are available for all M.l.T. students. For students who are not Hillel members a
S1.donation is suggested. Non-student tickets are available for S50. Tickets can be
obtained at M.I.T. Hillel until September 27 and in Lobby 10 on September 18, 25, & i7..

-Eke~~~~ ~dq

SPOIVSORED BY MJ.T. HIL-EL,
312 MEMORlAL DRIVE, KCAMBRDGE
FOR DVFORMAI1ON CALU #253-2982
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UND& &I L 11C0AM Service Project Open House Ashdown House, Hulsizer Room
FRIM 9/21.7*:3 PM: Graduate Student Welcome (sponsored in
part by GSC) - Ashdown House, Hulsizer Room
SATUEIDAY S/22: Living Group Dinners (time TBA by living group)
EEIID& 12a,1Q2:00 NON: Royal Lichtenstein Circus - just west

nformation Systems

of Studert Center
ERID. 928 - S

IS PublishPes Catalog of Hardware and Software at Selected Sites-at MIT

Use the Catalno to litke informed decisions about buying
computer equipment. Find out:
* Where you can try oiit n Scanner
^ l Iltch offices use a Sun -asa server on their Macintosh networks
* Who has numerical software for UNIX that's inexpensive or free
- What types of robots live on campus
... and much, much more!
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* Shanghai Acrobats
a

1"

The Chieftains
. James Galway
M Alvin* iley

American Dana e Theater
* and many, many more!
Subscribe today!
Choose may 3 (or more) from
a list of 38 exciting eventsSave up to 20%!
It's easy ... it's affordable ...
it's the best entertainment
value in Boston!
Call now for your free brochure.

How Can I Get a Copy?
The Catalog costs $5 (cash or MIT requisition). You can buy copies at the
Microcomputer Center, W20021, or at IS User Accounts, 11-205. Copies are available
for you to browse through in most of the MIT libraries.
--

9

Claudio Abbado

I

A g2neral product index and three indexed listings - of computer systems, hardware,
and software - will help you find out what's being used at the sites. The data in the
catalog was current as of April. Over time, of course, sites will phase out some
products and install new ones, but the setup of most sites shouldn't change
significantly.

---

Leontyne Price

* Koyaanisqatsi/Live
"I
with Philip Glass
* Roger Norrington & the
London Classical Players
* Vienna Philharmonic with

I

What's in the Catalog?
For the first edition, the Catalog database was built from 31 sites. The Catalog doesn't
contain an exhaustive list of all computers or computer sites at MIT - the aim was to
represent a rich mix of the hardware and software installed on campus.

---

.-

of Harlem

The Catalog identifies the specific hardware and software used by selected
departments, groups, and offices at MIT. It also includes names of contact people
who have agreed to provide vendor and product information, and, in many cases,
hands-on testing.

-

.

.

.

* Victor Borge
e Dance Theatre

Computers are a big investment, both in money and the time it takes to research
products before you buy. A new 250-page publication from Information Systems, the
Catalog of Computer Hardware and Software at Selected Sites at MIT, can help you
make informed buying decisions by tapping into other computing resources on
campus.

IL I,,,,

IQ: Undergraduate Retreat, Cape Cod

For more information, call 253-2981
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United States Department of State

CAREER OPPO=rUNIIY

INFORMATION MEETING
DISCUSSION: FOREIGN SERVICE IN THE 90's
Including Discussion of this Year's
Foreign Service Examination

DATE: Monday, September 17, 1990

Andrea Lamberbte Tech

Workers finish last-minute details on Harvard Bridge in preparation for its opening next week.
IME: 3 to 4 p.m. and 4 to 5 p.m.

Harvard Bridae to reo en
llgwp-

By Andrea Lamberti
The 99-year old Harvard Bridge
will resume four-lane traffic next
week After operating at half capacity for seven years.
"Other than the granite piers
that were part of the original
bridge, it's a brand new bridge,"
said John McDermott of the
Massachusetts Department of
Public Works. The new structure
boasts wider sidewalks and a handicapped access ramp, in addition to
looking "tue to its original era"
of the 1920s, he said.
Construction to rebuild the
bridge began in the fall of 1988,
but repair work actually started
five years earlier, when engineers
discovered cracks in the bridge's
pin and hangar components, or
structural components, McIermott
said.
Under a separate contract, the
structural components and downstream side of the bridge were repaired, by 1987, as a "band-aid" to
keep the bridge open until the
DPW was could contract the full reconstruction, McDermott explained.
The Modern Continental
Construction Company received
the contract, and scheduled the

-

completion date for November
1990. "We're coming in about two
months under," McDermott noted.
Modern Continental replaced
the bridge deck, girders, floor
beams and stingers. Traffic should
definitely improve, McDermott
said, because the bridge's increased
capacity can easily accommodate
the 50,000 motorists crossing it
daily.
After the work is finished, the
Metropolitan District Commission will resune control and maintenance of the bridge. The MDC
had to relinquish control of the
bridge to the DPW during construction, because the federal govemnment only recognizes the DPW
when it awards federal funds,
McDermott said.

- I around a vertical axis, or pivot, to
allow river traffic to pass, explained Professor of Civil
Engineering Jerome J. Conner Jr.
'53.
The original bridge was designed to support horse and buggy
traffic and a trolley, according to
Jane Brady, MDC transportation
coordinator.
In general, MDC bridges are designed to last 50 years unless the
use of the road changes drastically,
Brady said.
-
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PLACE: Career Services Conference Room
Building 12, Room 170
SPEAKER: Mr. Robert J. Smolik
Foreign Service Officer
U.S. Department of State

Sponsored by the Office of Career Services
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Originally a
rotating bridge
The 2,159-foot bridge, built by
the cities of Boston and
Cambridge for $510,000 in 1891,
has been rebuilt twice already -- in
1924, when the original swingspan structure was removed, and in
1949 during the construction of
Storrow drive, McDermott said.
A swing-span bridge rotates
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teach you the one thing school coulldn't. Hlow to get a joba at Apple.
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Apple Computer, inc., College Relations,
AMix Linda Dalels, MS 39ACB, Dept. Mff-9-90,
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to: (408) 974-6944.
Apple Computer has a corporate
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supports Chinese

Thurow
(Continuedfrom page 1)
De Courtivron, however,
believed that too close a resenmblance to the Japanese program
would be a mistake. 'Mere are a
number of students who have a
Iarge background in Chinese who
will need higher level courses,"
she said.
De Courtivron said that. she
doesn't want to just teach the
beginning level courses geared
manly to business and engineering majors, the poolfrom which
she feels the Japanese program
draws most of its students.
'We want to place the program
in a larger intellectual contexts
more comparable to other language programs, said de
Courtivron.
Although de Courtivron is
strongly in favor of and dedicated
to forming a Chinese language
program she has proceeded with
caution, noting that the entire
proposal is a "touchy" topic.
"Anytime you introduce a new
language into a department ites a
sensitive topic, " said Khoury.
There are always those that will
feel there is a more important language that should be introduced, he
said.
"MaT will never be an institute
to offer all languages to all-people," said Khoury. "Fortunately,
we're blessed with a great institution nearby, that does offer all
languages."
Khoury felt that Wbirrently no
foreign language initiative could
be in stronger demand at MIT. Yet
he stressed that there are no guarantees. that funding will come

through for the Chinese language
program.

Thurow adds
Sloan School support
- Perhaps the greatest new force
pushing for a Chinese language
-

The Tech

,

T

program is Lester C. Thurow, dean

of the Sloan School. In a meeting
this -summer, Thurow met withi a
number of people behind the MIT
program, including Perdue, and
threw his full support behind the
Chinese language program.
Thurow hods to include the
Chinese language as par of an
Asian stuies masters program. Hie
believes such a program is imperative in light of China's long-term
increasing role in economic and
world affairs."It's time Chtinese became a
world language rather than just the
world's largest language," said

fledged program.
'They figured they'd close [the
Wellesley program], let the whole
thing cool down for a few years,
and then reestablish the program
at MIT," said Tai. However, a
decade later there is still no program at MlT. "Almost every year
the Chinese Students Club has
petitioned to reestablish a program, but so far they have not
been successful," said Tai.

Larry's Chinese Restaurant
302 Mass. Ave., Cambridge

(next to Father'sFore)
Luncheon Specials
Orders to go or dining in
Served daily 11:30am - 5:00pm
Lunch special prices start $2.95

CSC petitions for
Chinese language courses
In an attempt to further boost
their yearly attempts to secure a
Thlurowv.
Chinese language program at MIT,
T'hurow hopes to initiate the members of CSC, along with other
program as soon as possible. He students, formed a group called
attributes his urgency to the fact Chinese Language On Campus
Ethat a Chinese language program (CLOC). The group has been the
at MTis long overdue. 'This major instigator of much of the
should've been done' 15 years recent initiatives, according to
ago.9f
CLOC Chair Shu Tung 92. "They 1
lin fact, Chinese was offered here would not have applied for the
from 1976 to 1980. It was taught grant last year if CLOC wasn't
by a Wellesley professor as part of forned," said Tung.
a Wellesley exchange program.
Last year CLjOC put together
'Me course was given on the MIT petitions and took surveys of the
campus and was open only to M[T student body, the results of which
students. However, administra- showed that there was "an overtively, the program was run whelming demand for Chinese on
entirely by Wellesleyr College.
the STf campus," said Tung.
Yih-Jian Tai, who taught
CLOC also surveyed students
Chinese here during those four who had made the trip to other
years, said the program was an schools to take Chinese. "Most
overwhelming success as far as people found it was too much time
student interest was conlcemned. "In and commitment. In the end they
fact, tha was the problem,,"said felt it was worthless," said Tung.
Tai. "By thle fourth year, the total Last year 37 students took Chinese
enrollment at MfT exceeded the at Harvard, according to the
number of Wellesley students in Registrar's Office.
their own department. It didn't
CLOC is optimistic that a
look right to remain simply a Chinese language program will be
branch of the Wellesley program." initiated soon, yet will continue to
The eventual failure to continue petition until it is. Ii the meanoffering the course was due to time, CLOC is offering a seminar
political reasons, according to this term on Chinese language.
Tai.. Wellesley did not, want to stop The seminar is being taught by
teaching thle course and the MIT Allan Genatossio of the Industrial
provost at the time was- uncertain Liason Program. Enrollment will
whether he wanted to fund a full- be limited to 15-20 students.

"

10% Off Dinner
on every Saturday
Dining in only
($10 minimum)

Call: 492-3179 or 492-3170
Monday - Thursday 1L:30am to 9:30pm
Friday - Saturday IL:301am to lO:.OOpm
Closed on Sunday
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UNIVERSITY STATIONERY CO.
311 Massachusetts Aven ue
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
Phone: (617) 547-6650
Fax: (617) 547-0113
Computer and School Supplies
Special Orders our Specialty
Come by and enter our drawing for:
e 13" TV
e Men's Bike
9
AM/FM Stereo Boom Box
0
and More.
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September 25, 1990

8 pm
Kresge Auditorium
Look for the PONTIAC EXCITEMENT CENTER

and check out the latest PONTIAC cars. Win
tickets, t-shirts and enter d sweepstakes for a
chance to win a PONTIAC Sunabird Convertible.
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Course Technoogy
Software ForHigher Education.

Andrew Lloyd Webber's and Tim Rice's

EVITA

SEEA Demo In O4r Book Department Monday, Seplt. 17 11AM-2PM
Software By Informix. ,.
WingZ.
XiThe perfect spreadsheet package for Macin.toshe for business and technical professionals.
Published by Course Technology of Cambridge,
:this text and software package offers full func_tion, full-size spreadsheet, 140 built-in functions,
database capabilities, object oriented graphics,
HyperScripto and many other features. Manual
includes tutorials and reference.

;;

S-;

_ ; I? _
\

,5x.',>3,
,

58.75

f

VI~cL
V Ai

1-2-30 Release 2.2.

tLotus(E

IStudent edition for accounting, contains software
.for IBM& and compatible PC's.

$57":
_ _1990 Informix Software, Inc. Informix and Hyper_ Script are registered trademarks and WingZ is a
trademark of Informix Software, Inc. Macintosh is a
registered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
C-

August 31, September 1,2
September 6,7,8
September 13,14,15
$7 Students & Senior Citiz as
Kresge Little Theatre
$8 General Public
$5 Mrr Students
$6 MrT Faculty & Staff
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How to get
something delivered
pizza.

besides
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but an empty box and a guilty conscience.

I
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Now you can get something more substantial delivered to,your dormitory or
apartment: The Boston Globe. With The Globe's special college rate, you can
get a semester subscription for up to 50% O)FF the regular subscription price.

I
I
i
i
i

For a deal you can really sink your teeth into, call 1-800-262-6669 X2708

i

and start enjoying The Boston Globe all semester long!

i

For a Globe subscription on campus, check off amount, 01 out form,

and make check payable to:
ELIOT NEWS
113 Dover Street Somerville, MA 02144

M.I.T. Rates

Fall Term

7 Days MON-SUN
6 Days MQN-SAT ONLY
SUNDAY ONLY

() $24.60
() $12.60
() $12.00

Name

-

Spring Term

Full Year

() $33.05

() $57.65
() $30.65
() $27.09

() $18s05

() $15.00

Campus Phone

Campus Address
J
I

If paying by CREDIT- CARD please complete the following also: ( ) VISA
Card #

( )MC

EXP DATIE

I

Signature

I

Cardholder
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Nwame

All subscriptions payable in advance. No delivery during School Holidays or Exam Weeks.
Students with varying start dates may have subscriptions pro-rated. FaH delivery starts SEP 16.
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Group relIviews
(Continued from page 1)
be no need for a lawsuit against
MIT, he said. But if MIT rejects
"any conclusion as to discrimination [after the final draft is out],
Gretchen and I would be talking
about considering a lawsuit" he
added.

Kalonji was appointed to the
Department of Materials Science
and Engineering at MIT in 1982,
by Walter S. Owen, professor
emeritus of materials science and
engineering, who was departmnest
head at the time.
She came up for tenure in 1987,
but the department asked her to
wait one year before reviewing her
case. She was rejected for tenure in
early 1989.
A professor in the department,
Robert W. Balluffi '47, who sat on
Kalonji's tenure review committee,
said 'I was in favor of granting her
tenure."
There were five people on the
tenure review committee, Balluffli
said, but he would not say whether
or not he was thle only one in favor
of granting tenure.
The tenure committee weighed
candidates based on three criteria
-the
quality of the candidate's
|research, quality of teaching, and
the "quality of the candidate's
activities and accomplishments in
general," Balluffi said. "I think
they were all weighed fairly," he
addd
Kalonji recently accepted a
tenured position in thle materials
science and engineering department at the University of Washington, according to her former
secretary, Sandy Schaefer Ung.
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think she's done important
research, [and an] outstanding thesis, [and has] a good reputation on
the outside for the work she's
done."
Dresselhaus said, though, "I'm
not really qualified to comment
[on Kalonji not receiving tenure].
I was just surprised at the outcome,
but that's all I can really say."
Balluffi felt that several factors
affected the decision to not grant
Kalonji tenure. 'I would say that
she was a very unusual candidate,
and that there's a very wide range
of ideals of standards among different members of the faculty of
the department."
'There were sufficient numbers
of people who felt certain . . .
Gretchen Kalonji's characteristics
were not consistent with their
standards," Balluffi said.
Balluffi characterized Kalonji as
ofa very unusual person. She has
very high intellectual gifts. She's
extremely idealistic. She doesn't
fit into the standard pattern of a
standardized academic performer.
She tends to be quite forthright and
she's very direct in her dealings
with people."
Balluffti felt that "many of these
characteristics make life difficult
for a person."

"She had . . . not only wider scientific interests, but she was also
interested in the politics and sociology of MIT," Balluffi said.
Kalonji was the affirmative action
coordinator for her department,
according to a letter supporting
her from four faculty members to
President Paul E. Gray '54.
Kalonji also proposed text of a
resolution in March 1986 protesting the arrest of MIT students in
conjunction with pro-divestnent
shanties on Kresge Oval. The faculty passed the resolution 59-35
on April 4, 1986.
Kalonji was "actively recruited
to join [the department's] faculty
eight years ago," according to theletter to Gray from Urban Studies
and Planning Frank S. Jones, Professor of Political Science Willard
R. Johnson, Jean E. Jackson, head
of the anthropology and archaeology program, and Professor of
Biology Jonathan A. King.
The letter also said that her
"scientific productivity is clear
from her record of extensive publications in leading journals in her
field [and] continuous record of
external funding.... In addition,
she held [a National Science Foundation] Presidential Young Investigator Award from 1984 to 1989.'o
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Move 10 years ahead of the class.

An "unusual candidiate"
for tenure

Institute Professor Mildred S.
Dresselhaus, who taught Ksalonji
while she was an undergraduate and
graduate student at MIT, said, "I
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The new HP 48SX aEd
a Sree 'library card' can
get you there.
With over 2100 built-in functions, our
new HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
calculator takes a quantum leap into
the 21st century. Buy an HP 48SX
between August 15 and October 15,
1990, and HP will send you a free
HP Solve Equation Library card (a
$99.95 retail value).
The plug-in application card alone
contains more than 300 science and
engineering equations, as well as
the periodic table, a constants ibrary,
and a multi-equation solver. It's like
having a stack of reference books right
at your fingertips.

m
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The HP 48SX calculator is so advanced,
it will change the way you solve problems forever It integrates graphics
with calculus, lets you enter equations

the way you write them, and does
automatic unit management.
" C:Y
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Check your campus bookstore or HP
retailer for HP's range of calculators
and special back-to-school offers.
Then check out the calculators that
are years ahead of their class.

There is a better way.
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Field hockey drops opener
By David Rothstein

I

I
I
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.1

I

Wheaton College's Steph Higgins had blood streaming down her
knees as she walked off the field
with a few minutes left in yesterday's field hockey game at Jack
Barry Field. But she also had two
goals in a 4-1 win over host MIT.
The game was the first of the season for the two teams, both members of the New England Women's
Eight Conference.
The teams played an even
match in the first half. Wheaton
got the first goal, as Sallie Kent
put the ball past Engineer goalie
Helen Shaughnessy '91 with 16:30
remaining. But MIT's Daphne
Karyda '94 answered with a goal
(Susie Ward '92 assist) at 8:50.
"FThe first half was real even,"
said Wheaton coach Heidi Pike after the match. "We played a little
tentatively.... I wanted our team
to play more aggressively."
'Me second half did indeed favor
Wheaton, as the Lyons adjusted to
the omnniturf surface, and outran
and outplayed MIT, scoring three
times. The Engineers managed
only one shot on goal in the second half, compared to eight in the

first. Wheaton, meanwhile, had '12
and 17 shots on goal in the fist
and second halves, respectively,
for a combined 29-9 advantage in
that category.
Wheaton freshman goalie Julie
Ferranti made five saves for the
Lyons, while Shaughnessy made
17 for MIT.
First-year coach Sue Landau was
not disappointed with her MIT's
performance, though, noting that
"we have to work on getting our
confidence up, on fine-tuning our
basic skills."
Landau added that her team
would also have to work on improving its fitness. MIT looked
tired toward the end of the game,
perhaps a result of Wheaton's
quick-paced game.
"Our style of play does tire a
team out," commented Pike. "We
change the point of the ball
[often], forcing teams to play
defense."
Both MIT and Wheaton fielded
very young teams thiis year, withi
the Engineers starting five freshmen and the Lyons three..
MIT faces Western New England College Saturday at noon on
Jack Barry Field.
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Women's soccer wins first two
SportsUpdate win. MEIT went on to beat Pine
Women's soccer Is out
to a quick, 2-0 stare
The women's soccer team began
its quest to defenid the New England
Women's Eight Conference title
with two victories last week in its
first two games.Elms College was

the first victim, losing to the
Engineers, 2-1, last Saturday.In
that game, MIT took the lead in
the first half when senior trieaptain AzzaIdris finished off a
cross from fellow tri-captain
Vanessa Feliberti '91. Elmstied the
game early in the second half, but
Annette Lee '92 converted a
rebound with six minutes left in
the game to give the Engineers the
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Manor College, 2-0, in its home
opener Wednesday.

Tech graduate will
head crew program,
coach frosh

Lawrene S. Schwar&MTe Tech

Daphne Kareta '94 (#5) scores past Wheaton College goalkeeper Julie Ferranti to tie
yesterday's field hockey game at 1-1, with 8:50 remaining in the first half-period. Wheaton
scored three goals in the second half, however,-to spoil MIT's season-opener. At left is MIT's
Stu Schmill '86 was recently Lisa Prirrfiano '92.

appointed director of the MIT crew
program.Schmill was a coxswain
for the heavyweight men's team
for four years, and twice was voted
Most Valuable Player. Among
The Chicago White Sox got a 9Schmill's new duties will be 6 win over the Boston Red Sox
coaching the freshman team and last night at Comiskey Park
coordinating events at the Pierce behind Ivan Calderon's double in
Boathouse.
the third inning and three-run
Compiled by David Rothstein homerun in hee fourth. Boston
and the Sports Information Office managed to keep its four-game lead
over Toronto, however, as the
Blue Jays lost to Baltimore, 5-3.
Boston pitcher Tom Bolton
lasted only 3-113 innings, giving
up seven runs and nine hits.

e

Boston maintains lead at four games
Boston's runs came with two out
in the ninth when Ellis Burks hit a
two-run homer, his 19th and Mike
Greenwell followed- with a solo
shot, his 11th.
The race in the National League
East got a bit tighter after the New
York Mets narrowed Pittsburgh's
lead to 1-1/2 games. The Mets beat
the frontrunning Pirates, 6-3, as
Darryl Strawberry homered with
two on in the last of the fourth.

The victory gave New York a

sweep of the two-game series, and
marked its I Ith straight home win
to tie a club record.
In Cincimmnati, Barry Larkin's
two-run homer in the bottom of
the ninth lifted the Reds over
Houston, 7-5, despite four
homeruns by the Astros. The Reds
extended their lead over the idle
Los Angeles Dodgers and San
Francisco giants to 6-1/2 games.
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Dan McCarfithe Tech

Defensive back Andrei Saunders '91 takes a break duning a
recent practice of Jack Barry Fiel.
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